
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 21 January 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Aidan A for producing a fantastic piece of extended writing about energy in 

Science; Honey C for producing a fantastic piece of extended writing about energy in Science; Amelia R for 

brilliant focus and hard work in Science this week; Laura Z for producing a fantastic piece of extended writing 

about energy in Science. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Honey C for creating some amazing artwork that truly encaptulates our 

value of respect; Olivia D for showing amazing ability during our shapes topic this week; Ellie-Mae H for showing 

amazing ability during our shapes topic this week; Heidi K for showing great determination and hard work in her 

maths lessons this weeks; Julia K for making a wonderful and welcome return back to Maths and showing great 

determination and dedication; Amelia R for working hard to stay on task and displaying some brilliant detective 

work in Maths; Laura Z for creating some amazing artwork that truly encaptulates our value of respect! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Naema A for always being polite and working very hard in Lexia; Faye A for 

always being polite and respectful; Emil B for always being polite and excellent Art work; Gabriella C for always 

being polite and working very hard in Lexia; Bethany E for always being polite and working very hard in Lexia; 

Barbara S for always being polite and working very hard in Lexia. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Callum A for an improved attitude in French and a fantastic start to the 

new term, keep it up; Esther E for being a fantastic Italian teacher during language club! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Amelia C for always being focused and working hard in Science. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Alfie P for showing the value of respect by being polite and well mannered 

during intervention and DEAR. Well done Alfie; Faye A, Emil B, Lewis B, Gabriella C, Bethany E, Mia E, Jonathan 

H, Joel M and Lacey S for showing the values of determination by never giving up during intervention session and 

for showing the value of respect by always being well mannered and respectful. Well done! 

Miss Nelson & Miss Cave would like to appreciate Julia K and Faith S for showing the values of determination by 

never giving up during Lexonik session and for showing the value of respect by always being well mannered and 

respectful. Well done! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Ali H for demonstrating excellent scientific knowledge by making links 

between concepts. 

Mr Boardman would like to appreciate Jamie K for outstanding determination in PE. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Ali H for always showing respect to staff and his fellow students during 

Maths lessons. We really appreciate your efforts and commitment Ali - thank you! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Callum A for showing determination in completing science work; Remy B 

for showing respect when debating science misconceptions. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Leila D for providing helpful contributions and showing amazing focus in 

English; Heidi K for always being focused and working hard in English; Laura Z for always working hard and being 

a positive presence in the classroom. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Jacob H for showing great determination and hard work in physical 

education lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Naema A for always helping in art and for her enthusiasm and hard work; 

Honey C, Keira P and Laura Z for excellent work in Art.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 21 January 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Jamie F, Chloe F, Oliver C, Grace R, Amy D, Logan B, Juozas S and Kayleigh C 

for demonstrating fantasic focus and working really hard in science this week. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate John M and Ruby B for working hard and showing respect and integrity 

during Lexia and our new Lexonik intervention; Mykel B for alwys being respectful and polite when we meet on 

corridor; Wisdom J and Evie C for working hard and showing respect and integrity during our new Lexonik 

intervention. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Louis F and Bradley K for showing integrity and determination and making 

good progress in Spanish lessons. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Chloe F for always being focused and hard at work in Science. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Leah P for showing the value of intergrity and respect by assisting in the 

morning by welcoming students into the School. Also, for showing the value of determination by sharing some 

great answers in class.  Well done Leah; Ruby B, Evie C, John M and Wisdom J for showing the value of 

determination by never giving up during intervention session and for showing the value of respect by always 

being well mannered and respectful. Well done; Mykel B for showing the value of respect by being polite and well 

mannered. Well done Mykel! 

Mr Boardman would like to appreciate Mr Boardman's Rugby PE Class for showing incredible determination and 

high skill level in rugby. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate juczas s for showing determination and completing extension work; Barlow 

M for showing dertermination and concentration in science work; Leonardo M for showing determination and 

completing all work set. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Wisdom J for always being respectful and showing incredible focus in 

English. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Kenzie S for showing the value of intergrity and respect in the rowing club; 

Wisdom J for showing great integrity during his physical education lessons by displaying an unbelieveable defence 

within the lesson. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate his PE class  for demonstrating our 100% attitude - we had 100% in kit and 

all participating well. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Princess A for working hard and showing respect and integrity during DEAR 

time; Harry J for always working hard and showing respect and integrity during Morning Meeting. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 21 January 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Charlie-Anne T for a massively improved attitute in Science this week. 

Brilliant focus and hard work Charlie! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Ryan D for always giving 100% in his maths lessons and showing great 

focus; Layton F for making some brilliant contributions in his maths class; Lewis R for showing great ability, effort 

and participation in his maths lessons; Gintas M for always showing amazing focus and determination in his 

maths lessons; Loren F for brilliant focus in all her maths lessons this week and last; Lexie B for making a great 

start to her new maths class! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lewis R for showing integrity 100% of the time in Spanish; Ellis K for 

showing integrity and working hard in Spanish; Alexander G for showing integrity and working hard in Spanish. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ben W for always working hard and answering questions in Science. 

Miss Nelson & Miss Cave would like to appreciate Connor B, Ila R and Megan S for showing the values of 

determination by never giving up during Lexonik sessions and for showing the value of respect by always being 

well mannered and respectful. Well done! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Ruby O & Exi S for great focus and determination during science lessons and 

demonstrating excellent knowledge of covalent bonding; Ephrem E for always being so polite, modelling our core 

value of respect. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Lewis R for excellent determination in every do now and task; Andrew K for 

excellent determination in science. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Ryan B for his help setting up Morning Meeting; Connor B for 4 consecutive 

brilliant lessons in History. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Alfie B for always being respectful and determined to succeed in English. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Ben W for excellent determination and effor in Art. 

Mrs Russell would like to appreciate Jorgie F for always giving 100% in equiment check during morning meeting; 

Casey B for being helpful during morning meeting; Alex R for always showing respect; Harry J for always showing 

our core values; Ellie G for always being pleasant and polite; Evi S for always being pleasant and polite 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 21 January 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Kate D for always being polite and respectful in Science. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Faye J for always working hard and making great contributions in her 

maths lessons; Bella B for improved confidence and showing great effort in her maths lessons; Daniel N for 

showing great effort and focus in his maths lessons; Ellie O for always being on task and working hard in her 

maths lessons; Ruby E for always being on task and showing true determination in her maths lessons; Ali T for 

showing great ability during our trigonometry topic and an amazing score on his mini test; Sadie A and Khaia A 

for an amazing score on the Circles mini test! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Thomas W for always being focused, respectful and hard working in Science. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Karam E for always putting 100% effort in his Geography lessons; Lann N 

for always being helpful, respectful and hard working in Geography. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Paul I for always working hard during Maths lessons. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate James H for putting 100% into every English lesson. Good job! 

Mrs Russell would like to appreciate Tom B for showing integrity and being caring and considerate when Mrs 

Russell needed help; Mr Cubbon's maths class for being respectful and calm even when their lesson was ruined; 

Tom W for always being on task and working hard in his business lessons; Lily B for always being on task and 

showing true determination in her business lessons; Ellie o for always being on task and showing true 

determination in her business lessons;Luke B for always being on task and showing true determination in his 

business lessons; Martina I for always being on task and showing true determination in her business lessons; 

Kyriakolou G for always giving 100% in business. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 21 January 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Jack T for a much improved focus in science, keep going! 

Mr Boardman would like to appreciate Luis O for integrity in PE - whilst showing unbelievable catching skills. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Charlie M Always showing hard work and determination in; Kyle Q Always 

showing hard work and determination in Business. 

Mr Hayes would like to appreciate David G, Callum D, Luis C, Josh M, Emily L, Poppy W and Callum A for 

incredible non-fiction writing in English. 

Mrs Russell would like to appreciate Dylan M & Ellie P for always giving 100% in every business lesson. 

 

 


